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methods of imaging. In some instancs added information
can be obtained by using antibody scanning in addition to
other techniques. The subsequent chapters give similar in-
formation on the use of this antibody in ging of ovarian
carcinoma.
The final chapters on planar and SPECT imaging are more
technical than the rest of the boolk, but neverthels quite
readable. The final chapter is a review of the possible future
dirtons for this technolgy and puts some ofthe lessons to
be leamed from the cinical use ofthis antibody into perspwc-
tive with the new developments in antibody gieermng.
The restraied scope of this book is not as limiting as it
first appears. Much of what can be done with antibodies has
been done with B72.3, and this allows comparison of
different techniques, which is valable in such a field where
few such comparative studies have been undertaken. The
only major criticism is that much is already out ofdate as the
data on the use of chimeric antibodies and on the develop-
ment of second generation versions of B72.3 are not
included. Nevetheless, the book is clear, well written, and
succeeds admiraby in fulfilling the aim of the series to
describe the experience with a single product. As such it will
be useful to those involved in the field and those seeking to
enter it.
R. Hawkins
Edited by G.G. Steels London: Edward Arnold, 1993,
233 pp. £24.95.
This book seeks to present in a concise way the main ideas
and scientific developments that underlie clinicians' attempts
to improve the radiotherapeutic m a t of cancer. It
achieves this aim admirably. Strong editing has produeed a
book which flows smoothly from chapter to chapter. The
authors seem to speak with one voice and have been well
chosen for their expertise. The origin ofthis book in ESTRO
teaching courses means that the authors know one another
and have cooperated well together. This particulary comes
across in the use of figures where they are cross-referenced
from chapter to chapter and not reproducd again and again.
The book is full of clear diagams which greatly enhance its
value. This is a deliberate policy aimed at those who have a
pfimarily visual memory and whose first language is not
English.
From the point of view of a clinician time-dose relation-
ships are ckarly dealt with in a historic context by Bentzen
and Overguard. One of their conclusions is that models of
response to radiotherapy become inevitably too complex to
be defined by the available clnical data. Unfortxuatey, the
same pitfall is then vled in a subsequent chapter by van
der Kogel and Ruifrok who propose a computer adsheet
system for lating iso-effect doses. These calculations rely
heavily on repair factors about which we have limited
knowledge even in animals. This chapter is also marred by
the complete absence ofreference to the work ofDale in this
field.
Overall this is an excellent book for its targeted audience,
namely a radiation oncologist with interest in the scbntific
basis of his subject.
M.V. Willams